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Taevas : "heavenly" food with a view
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Dhaka : Taevas is a fine dining restaurant in Dhanmondi, one of the many eateries
at the Rangs Fortune building. The meaning of the word Taevas is heaven in
Estonian language. We arrived at the restaurant during sunset and the view
through the window just touched my heart amid this bustling city and the most busy
area of Dhanmondi.
The restaurant serves primarily Continental and Indian food. But they also have
Bengali cuisine on order. The location seemed familiar like I had been there before.
To my feeling, the restaurant manager Mr Sumon said that yes this place was
earlier known as Bengali Express. Later they handed over the place to the new
owner, who launched the new restaurant Taevas two months ago.
The restaurant is open from 11 am to 10 pm. You can enjoy a la carte or set menu.
The restaurant has an area of 3000 square feet with a capacity of 100 persons and
they are ready to organise parties and meetings with a capacity of 60 people. The
price range of the dishes is from BDT 550 to BDT 1250 including taxes.
The Executive Chef of the Restaurant Mr Rashed Ahmed, who previously worked in
Radisson Blu, Four Points Sheraton and at The Park Kolkata, said, the specials they
serve at the restaurant are Stuffed Chicken, Teri-yaki Chicken, Moro-ccan Chicken,
Whole Marry Me Chicken, Tus-can Chicken, Grilled Fish and different of steaks -- tbone , sirloin, rib-eye, etc. All comes with a side dish.
You can also enjoy their amazing different seasonal fruits and drinks including

mocktails.
I found their food to be mouth-watering, and the response of other customers are
great. You can book the place for parties at an average cost of BDT 1000-1500.
While your food prepares, you can visit the book corner and read one to enjoy.

